INTRODUCTION, NOTATION, AND TERMINOLOGY
In [4] we introduced a product construction for cyclic Steiner quadruple systems. The purpose of this paper is to modify the construction so that it is applicable to cyclic Steiner 2-designs. A cyclic Steiner 2-design is a Steiner system s(t, k, u), 2 d t < k < u, in which t = 2 and which has an automorphism of order u. We denote such a system by CS (2, k, u) . Under suitable conditions we show how a CS(2, k, uu) may be obtained from a CS(2, k, u) and a CS (2, k, u) .
CS(2, 3, V) exist for all admissible v (i.e., u = 1 or 3 (mod 6)) apart from u = 9 [6] . However, for k > 3, the values of u for which a CS(2, k, u) exists have not been precisely determined. A survey of known results in this field is given by Colbourn and Mathon in [3] . In [2] Colbourn and Colbourn give product constructions for cyclic balanced incomplete block designs (which are quite different from the constructions presented here). Their constructions, together with ours, considerably extend the spectrum of v for which cyclic systems are known to exist. We believe that the smallest new system generated by our constructions is when k = 5, this system being a CS(2, 5,441) obtained as the product of two CS(2, 5,21)'s.
Given a positive integer u we denote by [u] the set (0, 1,2,..., u -1) and we represent all CS(2, k, v) as unions of k-block orbits formed from elements of [u] under the action of the cyclic group (z + z + 1 (mod u)). The orbits will be referred to as full or (l/n)th orbits according as their 179 length is u or v/n, respectively. An orbit starter is any one k-block of the orbit and a set of starters for a system is simply a set of such k-blocks, precisely one from each orbit of the system. When m 1 v we define a beheaded design, denoted by CS(2, k, v, -m), as a system composed of cyclic k-block orbits with block entries in [v] which has the property that every pair {a, b) of distinct elements of [v] whose difference is divisible by v/m does not occur in any k-block of the system, while every other pair of distinct elements occurs precisely once. The concept of a beheaded system was first introduced by Colbourn and Colbourn in [l] in connection with Steiner quadruple systems. The existence of a CS(2, k, v, -m) and a CS (2, k, m) implies that of a CS(2, k, v); the latter system is obtained by taking a set of starters for CS(2, k, m), multiplying the entries in each by v/m and taking the resulting sets together with starters for CS(2, k, v, -m) as a set of starters for CS(2, k, v).
2. CONSTRUCTIONS THEOREM 1. Suppose p is prime and that there exists a CS(2, p, u) and a CS(2, p, v) the latter system being composed entirely of full orbits. Then there exists a CS(2, p, uv).
Proof:
Let F,, and P, denote sets of starters for (resp.) full and (l/p)th orbits collectively forming a CS(2, p, U) and let F, denote a set of starters for full orbits collectively forming a CS(2, p, v). Put A, = A, = ((0, 0 ,..., 0}} (p zeros).
We next define the product XY for X = F,,, P,, and A, and Y = F" and A,, with the exception of A,A,. Each such product consists of a set of starters and the orbits generated by these collectively form a CS (2, p, uv) . The definition of each of these five products is similar, one to another, the differences relating to just one point; namely the elimination of "obvious" duplicate starters. The basic construction is as follows.
For each starter in X and for each starter in Y we select an arbitrary but fixed order for the elements forming that starter. Then for each i x0, Xl I...> x,-,} EX and each (ao, c1 , ,..., up-I } E Y we list all starters of the form {xov+cr,, xrv+~l~+~,..., x~~~v+c~~~~,~,+~), where a, be [p], a ~0, the subscript arithmetic is carried out modulo p and the resulting xiu + OL, terms lie in [uv] . XY consists of all starters so formed, except that if a number of starters lie in a single orbit then we discard all but one of these. If 1.1 denotes cardinality then in all cases IXYl 6 p(p -1) 1x1 I YI. We denote by #XY the number of distinct p-blocks formed by the starters in XY under the action of the cyclic group (z --f z + 1 (mod UV)). We give details below of the five individual products which we require. As in 4 but any resulting orbit will be a (l/p)th orbit. Hence # P,A, d (uu/p)lP,l.
We define P to be the union of the sets of starters defined in (l)- (5) above (some of which may be empty). Let #P denote the number of distinct p-blocks generated by P and ICS(2, p, uu)l denote the number of p-blocks forming a CS(2, p, uu). We prove that (a) #P< ICS(2, P, ~~11 (b) the collection of p-blocks generated by P contains every 2-block of distinct elements.
It follows from (a) and (b) that P generates a CS(2, p, uu). } (or a starter giving rise to the same orbit) will lie in the collection P provided that we do not have both {I,, I,,..., I,-1 1 E A, and (k,, k,,..., k,-,} E A,. To see that the starter is not of this form consider its image under the mapping z + z -(Iv + k)(mod UV). The image of IjV + khi+, is lov+ko-(Zu+k)=X, and the image of ZJu+k&j+, is 1,u+ k, -(Iv + k) =X1. Since X0 #Xl it follows that either {1,, I,,..., I,-,} G# A, or (k,, k ,,..., k,-,} $ A,. Moreover, the starter quoted above clearly generates a p-block which contains the %-block (X0, X, >, thus completing the proof. THEOREM 2. Suppose p is prime and that there exists a CS(2, p, u) and a CS(2, p, v, -m), the latter system being composed entirely of full orbits.
Then there exists a CS(2, p, uv, -urn).
Proof. The proof follows that of Theorem 1. The products FUF,, P,F,, and A,F" are defined as before except that F, now denotes a set of starters for full orbits forming a CS(2, p, v, -m). The collection P is the union of these three products alone and we therefore obtain #P< uu [ulFu] ], where
Hence #Pd uv(uv -um)/p(p -1) = lCS(2, p, uu, -urn)].
The argument locating a 2-block (X0, A', } holds as before provided that X, -X0 is not divisible by v/m. (If (u/m)[(X, -X0) then one of the starters in F, will generate a p-block containing (a,, txl ), where a0 3 X,(mod v) and cc1 = X,(mod 0)). It follows that P necessarily generates a CS(2, p, uu, -urn).
COROLLARY.
15 in addition to the conditions of the theorem, there exists a CS(2, p, urn), then there exists a CS(2, p, uv). Note. At first sight the construction appears to apply to CS(2, p', u) composed of both full and (l/p)th orbits. However, there are no such systems; the admissibility conditions ensure that a CS(2, p', U) containing a (l/p)th orbit contains a (l/p")th orbit.
Proof. The modifications to the two earlier proofs are identical, all subscripts and subscript arithmetic to be in GF(p") with a, b E GF(p"), a # 0. The construction of the individual products is as before, omitting P,. In the location of a given 2-block {X0, X,} we note that the group (z + az + b, a, b E GF(p'), a # 0) is doubly transitive on GF(pa).
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We observe that in the case of Theorem 1, a modified construction is possible whenever u and u are coprime. The modifications are that the product starters (xiv + a,} with elements in [uv] are replaced by {(xi, aj)} with elements in [u] x [v] and that the orbits are now generated by the action of the group ((x, a) + (x + 1 (mod u), a + 1 (mod v))) which is cyclic of order uv. The requirement for u and v to be coprime clearly implies that at most one of the systems CS(2, p, u) and CS(2, p, v) contains a (l/p)th orbit, and so it appears that this modified construction cannot yield an improvement on our results given above.
